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Simone M. Müller and Annika Mattissek  

Introduction

The majority of the world’s population lives in urban areas and this number is only 

going to increase in the next decades. Cities that already have a total population in ex-

cess of 10 million people, such as Tokyo, Delhi, Shanghai, or Sao Paulo, will grow even 

bigger. Tomorrow’s gigacities will soon replace today’s megacities (UN 2014). In this 

context of rapid urban growth, we face a variety of pressing challenges ranging from 

waste management to housing, mobility, sanitation, and energy—and more generally to 

the question of sustainability and environmental boundaries (Krueger and Gibbs 2007). 

Since the United Nations’ Rio Earth Summit in 1992, international environmental policy 

goals for sustainable development and global reduction of carbon dioxide emissions 

postulate that city dwellers need to reduce their ecological footprint considerably (UN 

1992; Schott 2014).

Cities all around the world are already responding to this UN premise. Since the en-

vironmental turn in the 1970s (and when we consider the garden cities of the turn of 

the twentieth century even earlier), both explicit and implicit green city mandates to 

reduce the environmental impact of urban settings have been part of urban policies 

around the world (Bauer and Melosi 2012; Bernhardt 2012). In the United States in 

the 1970s for instance, a group of urban activists rallied around Richard Register in 

support of planting trees along the main streets, building solar greenhouses, and en-

couraging public transportation. They argued that you could take the city planning so-

lutions of Eco-city Berkeley basically anywhere (Register 1987). In Germany in 1990, 

a group of dedicated citizens in Munich founded Green City, a citizen-based campaign 

initiative to make Munich “people-friendly and green.”1 After the Rio Earth Summit in 

1992, cities small and large became even more vocal and involved. In 2005, a network 

of the world’s megacities “committed to addressing climate change” formed the group 

of C40 Cities. This network supports cities “to collaborate effectively, share knowledge 

and drive meaningful, measurable and sustainable action on climate change.”2 And in 

2007, the governments of China and Singapore launched the Tianjin Eco-city project: 

a “thriving city which is socially harmonious, environmentally-friendly and resource-

1 www.greencity.de (accessed 22 June 2018).
2 http://www.c40.org/about (accessed 9 March 2017).
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efficient”3 and which spearheads China’s eco-city movement (for more on this move-

ment, see Shepard 2017).

These are only some of the many examples of a growing number of small- and large-

scale cities that are characterizing and promoting themselves as “green,” “eco” and/

or “smart.”4 The idea behind this kind of labeling is that cities, above all other levels 

of political governance, have the ability to create environmental awareness among 

their citizens, to steer processes of conservation, protection, and sustainability, and to 

champion climate change (Cohen 2011; Kahn 2007). Facing an increasingly immobile 

international community of nations, the mayors of Paris, Sydney, Tokyo, and Cape 

Town even boasted in the Financial Times in January 2017 that it is now cities “that 

are delivering the boldest ideas and most ambitious plans for a sustainable low-carbon 

future” (Hidalgo et al. 2017). Yet, will cities truly lead the way towards a green (urban) 

and sustainable future for this planet? And if they do, could all cities go green?

Cities are responsible for many of our current global environmental challenges, rang-

ing from air pollution to sanitation issues. The question is, can they also be key sites 

and actors for global environmental solutions? Taking a closer look at the actual devel-

opments, policies, and negotiations taking place in urban spaces, it becomes obvious 

that labels such as “green city,” “eco-city,” “sustainable city,” or “smart city” are far 

from clear-cut descriptions of objective qualities of cities. While all concepts broadly 

characterize a city designed with considerations for social, economic, and environ-

mental impact for existing as well as future generations, these labels point to a wide 

range of environmental issues, policy solutions, and applied strategies that are often 

not consensual. They may be the result of intense struggles and political debates in 

which questions of social and environmental equality and justice play a major role.

At first glance, the justification for making cities greener seems obvious: to decrease the 

environmental problems associated with urbanization and urban lifestyles. Yet, when it 

comes to the actual decisions that are made, important questions arise: Which environ-

mental impacts should be reduced? By whom, and for whom? We can make a broad 

distinction between green city policies that specifically target the city’s population and 

3 https://www.tianjinecocity.gov.sg/bg_intro.htm (accessed 22 June 2018).
4 While the terms “green city“ and “sustainable city” are used mostly interchangeably, “smart city” implies 

a digital, technology-driven approach to urban development. Still, the development of “smart” concepts 
can also be traced back to debates on environmental problems and solutions, see Cocchia (2014).
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those that attempt to decrease the “ecological footprint” of cities in general. In many 

practical decisions, these objectives show obvious overlaps. For instance, promoting 

cycling holds the potential to increase mobility choices of economically disadvantaged 

groups, while at the same time reducing greenhouse gas emissions and improving air 

quality; façade greening helps to reduce heat stress for buildings’ inhabitants, while 

storing carbon dioxide and mitigating global warming. Yet because of these overlaps, 

when we try to assess the success or failure of green cities, the picture becomes in-

creasingly blurred and complicated. Does it count as a success when the production of 

greenhouse gases within a city is significantly reduced, but inhabitants consume large 

quantities of products whose fabrication has caused emissions elsewhere (externaliza-

tion)? Where does a green city start and end? Does it include mobility regimes within a 

broader region, and what role do integrated policy strategies with its hinterland play? 

These questions reveal that in terms of actual material flows, lifestyles, and political de-

cisions, cities are not closed entities—rather, they are nodes in networks of exchanges 

that are characterized by power relations and, in many instances, social inequalities. 

With this special issue of Perspectives, we wish to explore the many conceptions of 

green cities and the problems they entail. More importantly, we hope to provide a space 

to consider new ways of thinking about and achieving green cities in the future. While 

scholars’ contributions assess the value and promise of green cities, they also acknowl-

edge that there is still a long way to go. Cities not only need to address managerial or 

technical aspects of urban development; they should create green city identities. 

We begin with a conversation between Dorothee Brantz and Avi Sharma, who engage 

readers through a dialogue about the green city concept and its history, tracing how it 

has evolved. Brantz and Sharma caution readers about the hidden power differentials, 

inequalities, and hegemonic agendas that the term “green” obscures, highlighting 

many of the aspects and the perspectives on green cities that other contributions in 

this issue address. The authors instead propose thinking about the “colorfully urban,” 

a concept that may be less marketable, but which could lead to a more complex under-

standing of and a more inclusive approach towards a sustainable future.

 

This volume then goes on to address two overarching themes, the first of which tackles 

the notion of Eco-modernization and Its Discontents. Eco-modernization builds on 

the assumption that economic and ecological interests can be productively combined, 
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implying that what we need is not general systemic change (i.e., a move away from 

capitalist societies) but rather adaptations within the existing system. Debates on the 

potentials and limitations of eco-modernization are thus also related to fundamental 

struggles over how societies should be organized and which ideologies they should 

be built on. The papers in this section evolve around critiques of a range of central 

themes of eco-modernization, such as market-driven and techno-managerial strate-

gies to make cities green. In carving out the political issues surrounding these ap-

proaches and the relationships between various stakeholders that such issues entail, 

the contributions also address cultural issues, such as value orientations, modes of 

thinking, attitudes, and our behavior and lifestyles.  

One reason cities seem so well suited to initiate social change is that, contrary to nation 

states and transnational organizations, decision making at the city level seems to be far 

more pragmatic and result oriented, and less driven by things like party politics or geo-

politics (Barber 2013). Yet, when put into action, these issues are far more complicated. 

Despite advances in individual policy sectors, green city policies have been criticized 

for functioning primarily as a marketing label to promote cities and increase their at-

tractiveness for inhabitants and investors, while failing to address the real problems 

associated with unsustainable practices (greenwashing). In addition, and more funda-

mentally, it is precisely the pragmatism associated with the idea of getting things done 

that many scholars have criticized. They argue that seemingly unproblematic decisions, 

which often promote best-practice solutions and/or technical answers to environmental 

problems, obscure the fact that such managerial approaches fail to address the structur-

al problems underlying environmental damage and social inequalities alike. From this 

perspective, a transition toward more just and sustainable societies cannot be achieved 

within the capitalist system and through supposedly “win-win” solutions. 

This section also raises questions of how knowledge is produced and circulated in and 

about green (and other) cities, and how this knowledge is transformed into practices 

and political decisions. Often, the problematization of certain aspects of urban devel-

opment, and the solutions regarded as appropriate, are culturally embedded. Such 

rootedness becomes even more important when analyzing differences between ap-

proaches to green city development in more diverse cultural contexts. The norms and 

values inscribed in green urban strategies constitute specific possibilities and limits 

for the implementation of policies.
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Whether we call these sustainability efforts market-based strategies, techno-managerial 

solutions, or simply environmental policy, viewing green city initiatives through the nar-

row lens of eco-modernization limits our awareness of and engagement with issues of 

social justice, the politics of urban sustainability, and the multiple, fragile relationships 

between stakeholders when it comes to making decisions and models a reality. 

Sabine Barthold’s paper addresses the powerful role that city networks exercise in 

driving the sustainability discourse by presenting green urbanism as a branding strat-

egy. C40 Cities’ extensive network of powerful political, economic, and cultural elites 

has mobilized around a globally circulating concept of sustainability that idealizes 

technological innovation, economic growth, and modernity, often at the expense of 

political deliberation and social empowerment. 

May Tan-Mullins’s case study of the Sino-Singapore Tianjin Eco-city reveals the mul-

tilayered challenges and tensions involved in building a green city. She shows how 

implementing green infrastructures to fulfil sustainability goals often obscures the 

simmering tensions between the many stakeholders involved, all of whom have dif-

ferent, often conflicting, mandates and interests. She poses the question, “Who are 

green cities actually for?,” showing that green city projects often exclude those who 

need them most. 

Cindy Sturm’s case study of how climate politics plays out in Münster and Dresden sheds 

light on the difficulty of enforcing climate objectives uniformly. She shows us that climate 

policy discourses cannot be divorced from their contexts, and that local and historical 

forces shape how actors in cities perceive and take action against climate change. 

Finally, Nir Barak explores the limits of techno-management in the transition to green 

cities. He shows that the city is not simply a physical container, but a political entity—one 

whose transitions to sustainable patterns should focus on the way that environmental is-

sues are socially and politically framed, and on the values that drive the city’s policies. 

The second section in this volume addresses the need for New Green Visions. This 

section aims to widen the scope of our thinking and invites us to revisit how we engage 

with green cities in order to respond successfully to the range of urban environmental 

challenges in the twenty-first century. The papers in this section can, in many instances, 
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be understood as attempts to develop ideas for the sociopolitical organization of societ-

ies—ideas that move beyond the economic logics of eco-modernization. In particular, 

these pieces highlight what is overlooked in the current dominant paradigm, revealing 

the tension between the unrealized potential of green cities and how we might make 

these visions a reality. 

Proponents of green cities in their myriad colors—be they “green,” “eco,” “smart,” or 

“colorfully urban”—have always been visionaries of a different future urban life. Yet, 

vision and reality have often clashed. After more than one hundred years of thinking 

about green cities, we have a greater number of concepts of green urbanism than ever 

before, not fewer. These manifold conceptions not only illustrate the many different 

paths that can be imagined and followed in the pursuit of environmentally friendly cit-

ies, but they also suggest that such paths are worth exploring. 

We need to create visions and utopias that inspire not only policy makers and plan-

ners, but also the wider public, with ideas of how a more sustainable and greener 

form of the city could look and how such a transition can be achieved. These utopias 

need to address the question of who and what should be included or excluded in this 

transformation. This becomes relevant to debates not only on social inequalities and 

power relations, but also on whether humans are the only ones that urban policies 

should be targeting.

Historically, cities have been conceptualized as places set apart from rural and wild 

spaces, separated by defensive walls. Yet, despite these demarcation lines, cities have 

always been multispecies locales, embedded in an intricate connection between cit-

ies and “all-encompassing nature.” Ecological policies show how blurred the rela-

tionships between “the human world” and “the natural world” become in everyday 

encounters and materialities and point to the importance of coevolving human-nature 

systems. 

In the past, green city concepts have often been criticized for addressing specific 

(elite) target groups of “city-zens” only, tailoring themselves to neoliberal regimes 

of capitalist growth and the idea of creating win-win situations of environmentalism 

wedded to economic growth. Scholars in this section remind us that in order to really 

achieve fundamental change, cities need a radical rethinking of their modes and limits 
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of organization. We need to integrate marginalized voices into green city practices. 

Moreover, we need to “see” what “isn’t there” in order to change cultural understand-

ings and modes of critique to achieve a new conception of greenness in cities. 

Vanesa Castan-Broto argues that to realize the potential of green cities, we need to 

advance urban futures that engage with the needs of citizens, address questions of 

social and environmental justice, and work with existing urban natures. She suggests 

that the notion of “just sustainability”—implementing green city policies that respond 

to existing (informal) economies and build on existing urban structures—could help 

deliver mutual benefits to both the environment and citizens. 

Martin V. Melosi offers readers a historical juxtaposition to the modern concept of a 

green city (or green urbanism). His analysis of the the Emerald City in L. Frank Baum’s 

novel The Wonderful Wizard of Oz reminds us how limited perspectives on urban 

greenness used to be. While Baum’s novel does not convey an environmental ethic, 

it does illustrate a wide gap between thinking about the city and its possibilities for 

achievable greenness in the past, and the changing framework of recent years. 

Kate Rigby challenges the anthropocentric perspective of many modern green city 

development schemes, inviting us to see cities for the multispecies locales they truly 

are. Exhibiting a set of different practices of “deep sustainability,” one that integrates 

human and more-than-human perspectives, Rigby challenges us to reimagine green 

cities from an interdisciplinary environmental humanities perspective to see how they 

can also be sites of more-than-human prosperity with bio-inclusive forms of ecological 

citizenship.

Rob Krueger offers a rebuke of the green city movement, suggesting that the green 

city vision no longer functions as an alternative, transformative development project. 

Art, Krueger tells us, provides a way of framing the disconnect between green met-

ropolitanization and its emancipatory potential. His analysis of the works of Banksy, 

Marina Abramovíc, and JR provides insight into the green city failure, and illustrates 

how art can bring us new imaginaries.

  

The pieces in this volume grew out of a summer school and workshop on green cities 

that took place at the Freiburg Institute for Advanced Studies (FRIAS) at the University 
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of Freiburg in July 2016. The main goal of these events was to bring together junior 

and senior scholars from the social sciences and humanities to discuss differences 

and commonalities between perspectives, and to enhance dialogue between different 

approaches.

We would like to extend special thanks to our co-organizers, Professors Sabine Dab-

ringhaus, Tim Freytag, Christof Mauch, Kate Rigby, and Dr. Philipp Späth for their 

cooperation throughout the entire project, their willingness to work across disciplin-

ary boundaries, and the effort and time they put into making both the workshop and 

graduate summer school such a success. Financial support came from the Rachel 

Carson Center for Environment and Society in Munich and from the Freiburg Institute 

for Advanced Studies. The FRIAS gave us space for discussion, lent us their adminis-

trative infrastructure, and provided us with a venue to carry out our green city events. 

Last, but not least, our most heartfelt thanks go to all participants in both events, the 

teaching staff, and participating graduate students. The coming together of their ideas 

enriched and shaped this special issue, which would not have materialized without the 

unfailing aid and support of the editorial staff of RCC Perspectives.
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